Background

- Cervical spine myelopathy (CSM) involves stenotic encroachment of the spinal cord and corresponding neurological changes
- It is a clinical diagnosis that is confirmed through imaging (typically MRI)
- It is the most common form of spinal cord dysfunction in adults over 55
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Purpose

1) Evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of signs, symptoms, and test findings
2) Report severity levels
3) Compare singular to clustered test findings.

Methods

- A systematic review was performed according to the PRISMA-DTA guidelines.
- Methodological quality was assessed using the QUADAS-2 tool.

Databases Searched

- MEDLINE
- CINAHL
- Embase
- SPORTDiscus

Eligibility Criteria

- Clinical finding used to diagnose CSM
- Reports of diagnostic accuracy of tests
- Acceptable imaging as reference standard

Results

- Full search strategy identified 4,389 articles and 17 were included in the final review
- 9 articles investigated signs, 8 investigated both signs and symptoms
- Largest shifts in posttest probabilities:
  - Babinski Sign: 2-65%
  - Cluster: Gait Deviation • (+) Hoffmann’s test • (+) inverted supinator • (+) Babinski test • Age >45 years

The Fagan’s nomogram indicates the change in the posttest probability from the pretest probability following a (+) or (-) test result.

Conclusion

1) Clustered clinical findings have the potential to create larger posttest probability shifts
2) The Babinski sign is the most specific singular pathological finding for CSM

Clinical Relevance

- Clinicians should have a solid understanding of the clinical tests used to diagnose cervical spine myelopathy and which have the highest diagnostic utility during a clinical examination.
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Conclusions

1) Clustered clinical findings have the potential to create larger posttest probability shifts compared to standalone tests.

2) The Babinski sign is the most specific singular pathological finding for CSM.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Type</th>
<th>• Systematic review performed according to PRISMA-DTA Guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Databases Searched          | • Medline  
                          • CINAHL |
| Eligibility Criteria        | • Clinical finding used to diagnose CSM  
                          • Reports of diagnostic accuracy tests  
                          • Acceptable imaging as reference standard |
| Risk of Bias                | • QUADAS-2 Tool |

**Databases Searched**
- Medline
- CINAHL
- EMBASE
- SPORTDiscus

**Eligibility Criteria**
- Clinical finding used to diagnose CSM
- Reports of diagnostic accuracy tests
- Acceptable imaging as reference standard

**Risk of Bias**
- QUADAS-2 Tool